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Overview
● A culture shift at Batesburg-Leesville High School - The why
● Instructional and system design choices aligned to the innovation - The how
● Increased access and automation for shifting the burden of ownership - The what



Where are we?

Batesburg-Leesville 
High School

Enrollment: ~550

64% Free & Reduced Lunch

52% Minority

9% ELL



The why:
A culture shift at 
Batesburg-Leesville 
High School





College & Career Signing Day 



2021-22 Dual Enrollment Highlights
● 16 MTC Graduates
● 128 MTC-BLHS students
● Over 500 course enrollments, totalling over 1,550 college credit hours!

Past Three Years:
➔ 2021-2022

◆ Fall - 113 students, 274 course enrollments
◆ Spring - 112 students, 197 course enrollments
◆ Total - 128 unique students; 527 course enrollments

➔ 2020-2021
◆ Fall - 95 students, 205 course enrollments
◆ Spring - 82 students, 197 course enrollments
◆ Total - 106 unique students; 402 course enrollments

➔ 2019-2020
◆ Fall - 43 students, 104 course enrollments
◆ Spring - 61 students, 136 course enrollments
◆ Total - 66 unique students, 240 course enrollments

147 
students 

projected for 
22-23



Notable Highlights in CTE
Class of 2022 CTE completers

● 86 total completers in at least 1 pathway
○ 22 completing 2 pathways
○ 4 completing 3 pathways
○ 1 completing 4 pathways

Certifications
● 132 OSHA 10
● 10 CNA
● 121 Other Areas (ex. Welding, Telecommunications 

Operator, Hunters Education, CPR)

Ready to Work Testing
● Class of 2022: 95 students Silver+ 

Work Based Learning
● 50 students 



Personal Learning

Relationships Rigor

Intentional     Growth



Knowing how and 
being motivated to 
learn



Barrier Breaking...to infinity and beyond
“Leaders can face challenges from a variety of sources - from 
traditional practices that are not aligned to the innovation, 
processes for allocating resources that are 
based on contrary operating assumptions, 
and of those who prefer the comfort and predictability of the past 
or fear having to engage in unfamiliar practices.” (Rickabaugh, 2016, p. 112)



Culture is Vision Realized



#bestBLyearYET



Fixed Mindset

Learning Mindset

Leader Mindset



The how: 
Instructional and system 
design choices aligned to 
the vision



Goals matter 
when you are 
on a mission!



Detailed plans:
A guide, a 

resource, and an 
evidence bank



Collaborative Goal Setting & Planning

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TlmJIwiqDIVc9AmJsxhVXhMQwUu6ebZp


Authentic 
Voice!



Virtual Tour

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1izSQ4U94GPQDENEhsFkziK7l5FM_m-rG/preview


Providing & Owning Choice



https://ed.sc.gov/instruction/personalized-learning/feature-box/competency-based-education/sc-competencies-prototype/
https://ed.sc.gov/instruction/personalized-learning/feature-box/competency-based-education/sc-competencies-prototype/


  Emerging Developing Proficient Extending

Analyze 
context, 
point of view, 
and purpose 

❏ I can describe what the author is 
trying to get me to think/feel, and I 
can think critically about whether I 
agree or disagree. 

❏ I can use details from the text to 
talk about ways that I do/don't 
identify with the author or main 
character(s). 

❏ I can discuss whose perspective is 
missing and possible reasons why. 

❏ I can figure out which values, beliefs, 
or ideas the author is trying to get me 
to agree with, and I can think critically 
about whether I agree or disagree. 

❏ I can contrast the author or main 
characters' point of view with other 
points of view presented in or 
excluded by the source. 

❏ I can discuss how different audiences 
may experience this story/source 
differently from me and why (e.g., 
social identity markers, such as race, 
religion, language, gender, class). 

❏ I can draw from textual evidence to analyze which 
values, beliefs, or ideas the author is trying to get 
me to agree with, evaluating sources for credibility 
(when applicable). 

❏ I can contrast the author or main characters' point 
of view with other points of view or information 
presented, excluded, or misrepresented by the 
source. 

❏ I can recognize examples of bias in the author's 
presentation of information, and assess the 
reliability of the author as a source. 

❏ I can discuss how different audiences may 
experience this story/source differently from me 
and why. 

❏ I can draw from textual evidence to critique the values, 
beliefs, or ideas promoted by the author, evaluating sources 
for credibility (when applicable). 

❏ I can contrast the author or main characters' point of view 
with other points of view or information presented, 
excluded, or misrepresented by the source, and discuss the 
impact on the reader's perspective. 

❏ I can analyze examples of bias in the author's presentation 
of information, and assess the reliability and credibility of 
the author as a source of information. 

❏ I can discuss how different audiences may experience this 
story/source differently and why. 

❏ I can make connections between author's purpose and the 
historical or contemporary context of the source. 

SELF-ASSESSMENT NOTES & REFLECTION:    TEACHER COMMENTS  

My next steps are… 
 
 
It is important for me to remember to… 
 
 
 

   

BLHS - English Progressions (H)





Lived 
Learning







Developing Voice & 
Self-Assessment



Summative 
Tasks

Featured Problem: 

Student Work:

Developing Target Exceeding

I can state my answer to the problem using 
precise vocabulary and/or notation.

I can explain the steps I took to come to my 
answer, and why my answer is reasonable or 
not reasonable.

This section become the targets you identified in 
“informing your rubric” based on pre-assessments

This section becomes the summative performance task(s) 
that will allow a student to demonstrate mastery.

This section provides students information about 
how to present and submit his/her response to the 

task(s).



Why should competency based grading be a 
factor in personalized learning?

● Learner Profiles
○ Who are the students in your class?  What are their growth 

needs?  How can you use diagnostic data to differentiate?
● Flexible Learning Environments

○ How does the physical, social-emotional, cultural, and digital 
environment of your classroom enhance student growth and 
support a growth mindset?

● Learning Pathways
○ How can you structure and scaffold learning experiences to help 

students attain mastery?  How will you assess and score?



Grading for Mastery rather than Compliance
● Compliance: Student is a pleasure to teach.

○ “Good” or “smart” students complete every assignment, act respectfully in class, nod at 
the right times, and score well on assessments based on memorization or “right” 
answers.

○ Teachers offer grades for “completion” rather than skill.  Formative assessments may 
relate to building content/contextual knowledge rather than displaying skill attainment.

● Mastery: Student has mastered ____________ skills.
○ Students use pre-assessments to determine skill level, formatives to grow skills, and 

summatives to determine skill attainment.  Clear objectives tied to each assessment 
level are provided to students to track progress.  Scores reflect the level of skill mastery 
based upon a competency-based rubric for the unit.  Students reassess until target 
mastery is achieved.  



Grading Conferences



On the pulse: When instructional goals are not 
enough



Thinking outside the box...

● Additional minutes of instructional 
support without additional minutes in the 
school day

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1d_IlS0feuiaP-LvUyQoINbfmhLd-Q3kmkVgJaypiRHE/edit?usp=sharing


Tier 1: By the numbers 
(enrollment approx. 550)

2017-2018
● 3,766 sessions
● Totaling 112,980 minutes
2018-2019
● 5,216 sessions
● Totaling 130,400 minutes
2019-2020 *stopped logging in March 2020

● 3,346 sessions
● Totaling 83,650 minutes
2021-2022 *limited structure

● 3,553 sessions
● Totaling 88,825 minutes



The what: 
Increased access and 
automation for shifting the 
burden of ownership



Continuums within each level

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/185ox2iouxlhgwK-_MW77s3sWLS-WA_5W?usp=sharing


READ CRITICALLY
1.1 Choose and apply strategies to make 
meaning
1.2 Evaluate main ideas or themes
1.3 Evaluate context, point of view, and 
purpose
1.4 Evaluate craft

EXPRESS IDEAS
 2.1 Engage in academic discussion with 
others
2.2 Determine purpose and audience
2.3 Choose and develop my message
2.4 Develop craft
2.5 Prepare the medium
2.6 Finalize, practice, or prepare
2.7 Engage, respond, and reflect

INVESTIGATE THROUGH 
INQUIRY
3.1 Frame a research question
3.2 Form a hypothesis 
3.3 Develop and strengthen the plan
3.4 Collect and analyze data
3.5 Share findings

REASON QUANTITATIVELY
4.1 Analyze and interpret data
4.2 Model and represent mathematical 
information
4.3 Solve problems
4.4 Construct explanations

USE SOURCES
5.1 Select and contextualize sources
5.2 Use systems to organize information 
gathered
5.3 Synthesize multiple sources

DESIGN SOLUTIONS
6.1 Define and explore a design challenge
6.2 Generate and select ideas for 
prototyping
6.3 Test and iterate

LEARN INDEPENDENTLY
7.1 Set goals and make plans
7.2 Monitor progress and adjust

NAVIGATE CONFLICT
8.1 Recognize and process my feelings
8.2 Recognize the feelings and perspectives 
of others
8.3 Work toward resolution

LEAD TEAMS
9.1 Build shared purpose and clarity
9.2 Mobilize the team to work effectively
9.3 Manage challenging issues
9.4 Reflect on learning and leadership

BUILD NETWORKS
10.1 Initiate purposeful connections
10.2 Nurture and sustain relationships

SUSTAIN WELLNESS
11.1 Understand my identity
11.2 Practice positivity and gratitude
11.3 Advocate for myself
11.4 Build physical health
11.5 Build life practices that foster health 
and wellness

ENGAGE AS A CITIZEN
12.1 Participate in community
12.2 Investigate enduring problems
12.3 Take action to improve my community

Profile of a South Carolina Graduate 

COMPETENCIES & SKILLS MAP Click for slides

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17bTvodxwodNhpLiIZqjY7su_jU9PHssSCtbMndahnRM/edit?usp=sharing


If you can 
link it...link 
it



Sharing





Everything’s in there!



Automate when 
possible



Create it! 

● https://screencast-o-matic.com/ 
● https://www.screencastify.com/ 
● https://www.canva.com/ 

https://screencast-o-matic.com/
https://www.screencastify.com/
https://www.canva.com/


How do we supervise and support resource use? 

Compliance Supervision & support 
are direct

● Check usage reports
● Have clear goals and regular reporting
● Create conditions for accountability
● Ex. OSHA 10, Achieve3000, etc.

Commitment Supervision & support 
are personally beneficial

● Coach from personal goal setting
● Strong emphasis on “why”/greater outcomes
● Create conditions for personal accountability 

Connected Supervision & support 
are ingrained into the 
cycle; strong cohesion

● Develop goals within a shared leadership 
framework

● Utilize those leaders to develop small groups 
for sharing & coaching

● Develop a culture of learning within community



Teacher Climate 
Survey

Relationships Realized

Classroom Strengths: Well-Managed 
Learning, Supportive Learning, 

Equitable Learning

Climate Strengths: Caring, Honest, 
and Consistent

Construct Score

Equitable Learning 3.04

High Expectations 2.89

Supportive Learning 3.36

Active Learning 2.80

Progress Monitoring 2.56

Well-Managed 
Learning

3.59

Digital Learning 2.89

Observation 
Summary (eleot)
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